
LITERARY MAGAZINES PUBLISHING PERSONAL ESSAYS

Here are 19 sites to that publish personal narratives. 19 Websites and Magazines That Want to Publish Your Personal
Essay . has a specific cultural theme and welcomes both fiction and nonfiction â€” and even poetry!.

College Humor Who are they? Writers are unpaid, and enjoy gaining instant exposure to a segment of the
SheKnows monthly readership, which spans into the tens of millions. Here are links to the submission pages
for eight of my favorites:. Many writers publish on the thriving open contributor platform known as
SheKnows Community. Look at their editorial calender for subjects. As you might be able to guess, Good Old
Days love nostalgia. The flagship journal of the University of Michigan, MQR draws on lively minds here and
elsewhere, seeking to present accessible work of all varieties for sophisticated readers from within and without
the academy. While many authors return to write for more than one book, they are always looking for new
writers. We're completely free. The Daily Spectacle Who are they? The Awl have been around for some time,
helping writers to weave their own stories in big numbers. A fairly large site, but not so large that they are
completely unapproachable. The payment is not clearly set, though. A website dedicated to the arts and those
that inhabit the theater scene. Tin House Who are they? To get started, simply enter your email address in the
form on this page. Catapult welcomes personal essays, lyric essays, reportage, and unconventional prose
which resists categorization. They do accept personal essays. Slate Who are they? ListVerse Who are they?
The editors ask to briefly cover your biography, contact info and include the essay, of cause. The average
payment is 5 cents per word. They thrive on giving chances to those who may never get them, so your
personal essay could fit in well here. The Sun is an independent, monthly magazine based in North Carolina
that publishes personal essays. We do not currently pay for essays and short nonfiction. Always looking for
new talent, this celebrated literary journal will pass the year mark since launch in  The destination for writers
of all pedigrees â€” looking at their testimonials will make your head spin. Another pillar of the online writing
community, The Legendary regularly publishes some superb underground poetry and other interesting
features. Their contributor program is a little complicated, but if you can stick to it, you can earn some decent
money. The Sun Magazine Who are they? Tin House It accepts essays maximum of 10, words long in
September or March. They accept uplifting essays that are less than words. More than fairly. They accept
pitches and completed essays. Writing for their community section is a pretty surefire way of getting your list
read by a limitless audience. The Forge seeks nonfiction prose of up to 3, words. Not that I could tell. Find the
best matching category online and submit the essay. The Creative Nonfiction Foundation has announced that it
is launching a new monthly magazine, set to debut this autumn. They also publish fiction and poetry. See
guidelines for their preferred aesthetic, and editorial mentorship details. GameSkinny Who are they? Good
Old Days Who are they?


